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Abstract 29 

Straw application is a common agricultural fertilisation practice, providing an additional carbon 30 

and nutrient source for soil microorganisms. We investigated the influence of rice straw 31 

application on root exudate consuming microorganisms in the rhizosphere of Zea mays based 32 

on 13CO2 pulse labelling and phospholipid fatty acid stable isotope probing (PLFA-SIP) in a 33 

paddy soil under rice-maize crop rotation. The application of straw decreased the labelling of 34 

microbial PLFAs in the rhizosphere of 30 and 40 day old maize plants by 70% compared to 35 

treatments without straw. This decrease could partially be explained by a lower rate of CO2 36 

assimilation of the plant in the presence of rice straw. In addition, the uptake of root exudates 37 

by rhizosphere organisms was decreased due to the presence of the rice straw, which serves 38 

as an additional carbon source for these microorganisms.  39 
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The rhizosphere is defined as the thin soil layer surrounding plant roots (Baudoin et al., 2003; 41 

Peiffer et al., 2013). Due to the release of rhizodeposits the physical, chemical and biological 42 

environment around the roots changes in comparison with that of bulk soil, along with different 43 

functional abilities of the microbial communities residing in these two compartments (Baudoin 44 

et al., 2003; Bowen and Rovira, 1999). Rhizodeposition encompasses the release of exudates 45 

as well as of dead cell material by plant roots (Baudoin et al., 2001; Lynch and Whipps, 1990). 46 

This leads to a higher carbon concentration in the rhizosphere than in bulk soil, which supports 47 

a higher microbial activity (Baudoin et al., 2002; Bowen and Rovira, 1999). The composition of 48 

rhizodeposits varies in quantity and quality depending on plant species or variety, 49 

developmental stage and plant growth conditions (Badri and Vivanco, 2009; Schilling et al., 50 

1998; Swinnen et al., 1994; van Veen et al., 1991). This variation leads to the development of 51 

specific microbial communities (Badri and Vivanco, 2009; Berg and Smalla, 2009; Bulgarelli et 52 

al., 2012).  53 

Straw application is discussed as an effective management practice in rice paddies under crop 54 

rotation regimes, e.g. rice-maize rotation, to return nutrients and reduce crack formation during 55 

maize cultivation in the dry season (Asari et al., 2007; Cabangon and Tuong, 2000). The 56 

addition of straw leads to changes in the microbial community, not only in the bulk soil, but also 57 

in the rhizosphere of  maize (Maarastawi et al., 2018a), suggesting that rhizosphere 58 

microorganisms benefit from rhizodeposits as well as from straw-derived carbon. Different 59 

microorganisms have indeed been shown to be involved in straw degradation in the 60 

rhizosphere (Maarastawi et al., 2018b). However, it is unclear to what extent the application of 61 

rice straw may influence the uptake of root exudates by microorganisms. To address this 62 

question, we performed 13CO2 stable isotope labelling of maize plants, cultivated in paddy 63 

fields under rice-maize crop rotation managed with or without rice straw application. Label 64 

incorporation in the microbial community was analysed using phospholipid fatty acids (PLFA) 65 

as marker. 66 
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The study site was located at the International Rice Research Institute in Los Baños, 67 

Philippines (14°11’ N, 121°15’ E). Adjacent field plots were chosen that were managed under 68 

maize-rice crop rotation for four years. Rice straw was returned to one of the plots in two steps 69 

to prevent crack formation effectively: 300 g m-3 soil of dried and chopped rice straw were 70 

incorporated into the soil, and 300 g m-3 soil of straw were applied as mulch on the soil surface 71 

six weeks later. Maize was planted one day after the second straw application in the dry season 72 

(at the beginning of December 2015). The fields were irrigated and received basal fertilisation 73 

of 30 kg N ha-1, 50 kg P2O5 and 30 kg K2O ha-1 at seeding. After 27 days a second split of 74 

nitrogen was applied (50 kg N ha-1).  75 

The 13CO2 labelling of maize plants was conducted in triplicates for each treatment, i.e. soils 76 

treated with or without straw. Three plants per time point were chosen for labelling at random 77 

positions in the respective field plots. Cylindrical chambers (50 cm ) consisting of an 78 

aluminium frame covered with a transparent polyethylene foil (thickness: 180 µm; light 79 

transmission: 90%) were used to cover each plant. The volume of the chambers was 100 or 80 

200 dm³, depending on the growth stage of the plant. A fan was positioned inside the chamber 81 

to ensure air circulation. The release of 13CO2 from 99% 13C-enriched 0.3 M Na2CO3 solution 82 

in the chambers was induced by addition of 2 M H2SO4. Several pulses were applied per day, 83 

depending on the growth stage of the plant, to reach a CO2 concentration of approximately 84 

400 ppmv, which was declining upon consumption. Plants were labelled at 15, 25 or 35 days 85 

after seeding on three consecutive days for six hours per day. Rhizosphere samples were 86 

collected 2.5 days after the last labelling event (i.e. 20, 30 and 40 days after seeding). 87 

Rhizosphere samples were collected according to Maarastawi et al., (2018a). PLFA extraction 88 

was done according to Knief et al. (2003a). Fatty acid methyl esters (FAMEs) were separated 89 

by gas chromatography, identified and quantified using a flame ionization detector, and an 90 

isotope ratio mass spectrometer (IRMS) was used for the quantification of 13C-label 91 

incorporation according to Morriën et al. (2017). For each PLFA, 13C-label incorporation was 92 

calculated according to Knief et al. (2003b). Thereby, the δ13C values of the FAMEs were 93 
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corrected for the addition of the extra carbon atom introduced during methylation (-33.46 ± 94 

0.02). The complete biomass of the labelled and unlabelled plants was dried and ground to a 95 

fine powder. The δ13C [‰] isotopic signature was determined with an elemental analyser 96 

coupled with a Delta V Advantage IRMS according to He et al., (2015). To quantify the 97 

assimilation rate and incorporation of 13C into the plant biomass, we calculated the 13C excess 98 

according to Epron et al. (2011).  99 

Label incorporation into the plant biomass was influenced by the plant developmental stage. 100 

Plants with an age of 30 days incorporated most 13C into their biomass, followed by 40 and 20 101 

day old plants (two-way ANOVA: F (2, 12) = 112, P < 0.001; followed by Tukey post-hoc tests 102 

for pairwise comparisons, P < 0.001; Figure 1A). Previous studies with maize conducted 103 

without straw addition are in agreement with these results, showing the highest growth rate of 104 

maize at the same developmental stage (Bu et al., 2013; Plénet et al., 2000). Straw application 105 

affected label incorporation into the maize plants significantly (two-way ANOVA: F (1, 12) = 106 

15, P = 0.002; Figure 1A), but was strongly time dependent (two-way ANOVA straw*time 107 

interaction effect with F (2, 12) = 15, P < 0.001). Actually, a significant decrease in labelling in 108 

the presence of straw was only observed after 30 days (one-way ANOVA, F (1, 4) = 29, P < 109 

0.01) (Figure 1A). This indicates that the applied straw reduced carbon incorporation into plant 110 

biomass specifically at this growth stage. However, the total biomass of the maize plants was 111 

not reduced due to the presence of straw. It is known that carbon assimilation rates and 112 

biomass formation rates are not necessarily correlated (Cordero and Osborne 2017), and the 113 

reduced assimilation rate may have been a transient phenomenon. In general, the presence 114 

of straw stimulates the growth of microorganisms in soil (Fontaine et al., 2003; Kuzyakov, 115 

2010), which may lead to a stronger competition for nutrients between plants and 116 

microorganisms in the rhizosphere (Kuzyakov and Xu, 2013), possibly reducing carbon 117 

assimilation in the plant at this specific growth stage, where carbon is assimilated at highest 118 

rates. However, this competition cannot have been very strong, as plant biomass formation 119 

was not affected.  120 
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The detected 13C-label excess in the plants correlated with the amount of label incorporated 121 

into the PLFAs of the rhizosphere microbiota (linear regression: N = 14, R2 = 0.54, P = 0.002). 122 

The highest labelling of root exudate consuming microbes was detected after 30 days, likewise 123 

as in the plant biomass (Figure 1B). It was significantly higher than at 20 days, though not 124 

significantly different from label incorporation after 40 days, which was intermediate (two-way 125 

ANOVA on log-transformed data: F (2, 8) = 7, P = 0.02; followed by pairwise comparisons 126 

based on Tukey post-hoc tests, P < 0.02). An effect of straw on label incorporation into PLFAs 127 

was not significant in the full dataset, because of the absence of a difference after 20 days and 128 

quite high variation between replicates at the later time points. However, when focussing on 129 

the samples taken after 30 and 40 days, the straw effect became evident (two-way ANOVA on 130 

log-transformed data: F (1, 8) = 9, P = 0.02).  131 

An analysis of the individual PLFAs (Figure 2) revealed that only a few PLFAs showed a lower 132 

labelling in the presence of straw in the rhizosphere of 20-day old plants. At the two later time 133 

points, all PLFAs showed reduced labelling in the presence of straw, indicating that diverse 134 

microorganisms in the rhizosphere were affected by straw addition, leading to a reduced use 135 

of root exudates. At these later time points, straw degradation in the rhizosphere may have 136 

been stimulated by rhizodeposition, a process known as priming effect (Huo et al., 2017). Straw 137 

degradation is known to follow a temporal succession with a rapid degradation of labile 138 

substances within the initial phase, followed by a slower degradation of more complex 139 

compounds by oligotrophic organisms, which again release breakdown products that support 140 

the growth of further microorganisms (Bastian et al., 2009; Bernard et al., 2007).  141 

The PLFAs 16:0, 18:2ω6c and ai15:0 showed the strongest decrease in labelling in 142 

dependence on the presence versus absence of straw at day 30 (Figure 2), when plant carbon 143 

assimilation was most strongly affected by straw application (Figure 1). The PLFA ai15:0 is 144 

indicative for Gram-positive bacteria (Willers et al., 2015), while 18:2ω6,9c is an indicator for 145 

saprotrophic fungi (Hannula et al., 2012), often discussed as fungal marker in combination with 146 

18:1ω9c (Balasooriya et al., 2014). The reduced labelling of these PLFAs suggests that these 147 
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bacteria and fungi have probably shifted to some extent from root exudate to rice straw carbon 148 

usage. They may be less competitive in taking up root exudates compared to other bacteria. 149 

After 40 days, the strong effect of straw application on the PLFA 16:0 and several iso- and 150 

anteiso fatty acids remained evident. These different terminally branched fatty acids are 151 

considered to be characteristic for Gram positive bacteria (Willers et al., 2015). 152 

Labelling in the PLFA 16:1ω5c also decreased in the presence of straw over time (Figure 2). 153 

This PLFA is characteristic for arbuscular mycorrhizal fungi but also present in some bacterial 154 

taxa (Olsson 2006, Willers et al., 2015). Mycorrhizal fungi are known to be strongly influenced 155 

by plant derived carbon (Bais et al., 2006). The reduction in labelling at later time points 156 

indicates that at least some of the microorganisms represented by this PLFA, probably 157 

bacteria, responded to the straw application. 158 

In summary, our study shows that the temporal dynamic of CO2 assimilation by plants is 159 

reflected by the rhizosphere microbiota assimilating root exudates. In the presence of straw 160 

the assimilation of root exudates by microorganisms is reduced, as evident from a reduced 161 

labelling of microbial PLFAs. This reduction results most likely from the use of straw by some 162 

rhizosphere microorganisms as an additional carbon source. That some of the microorganisms 163 

residing in the rhizosphere metabolize indeed additional carbon sources such as straw was 164 

demonstrated in a previous study (Maarastawi et al 2018b). Straw degrading microorganisms 165 

may compete for nutrients with those rhizosphere microorganisms that profit from 166 

rhizodeposits, thus reducing their metabolic activity. Taken together, our findings indicate that 167 

the uptake of root exudates is reduced due to the presence of an additional carbon source in 168 

the rhizosphere. In future studies it should be assessed whether the same cells profit from both 169 

carbon sources, or whether different microhabitats exist in the rhizosphere at the microscale, 170 

hosting microorganisms that have primarily access either to rhizodeposits or to straw. 171 
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Figure 1: 13C-label incorporation into plant biomass (A) and in PLFAs (B), extracted from the 300 

maize rhizosphere soil. Label intensity is presented as mean of triplicate samples ± standard 301 

error, with the exception of the soil samples taken at day 20. These were pooled to get 302 

adequate amounts of material for PLFA extraction. 303 

 304 

Figure 2: PLFA profiles of the maize rhizosphere microbiota (left panels) and 13C-label 305 

incorporation into the PLFAs (right panels) after 20, 30 and 40 days of plant growth in the 306 

presence or absence of rice straw. The incorporation of 13C in µg g-1 PFLA was calculated 307 

based on the δ13 C value of a PLFA and the abundance of the respective PLFA. The 308 

abundance was calculated in relation to the PLFA 19:0, which was added as reference during 309 

extraction. The presented relative abundance data are means plus standard error of four 310 

samples (three replicates incubated with 13CO2 and one 12CO2 sample), while PLFA labelling 311 

is presented based on data from three replicates plus standard error. Data for samples taken 312 

after 20 days are based on two replicates for relative abundance and one replicate for PLFA 313 

labelling. 314 
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